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CiVision twenty'16 (a vision to creative world...), one day technical event organized by Degree Civil department on 29th February, 2016. There were Quiz Competition, Poster Presentation, Working Model Presentation; Movie Making Competition & Game show in event. More than 100 students of the department have participated in different events.

Opening Ceremony have been held at Seminar hall (106) in the presence of Dr. Samir Patel (Principal, GMFE & GMFDE), Prof. K.M.Mistry, Shri Avinash Patel (Exam Controller,GMGI), Prof. Chetan Patel (HOD,MBA Dept). Mr. Ritesh Bhavsar & Mr. Nitin Patel from ‘Perfect Group,Himatnagar’ also remain present to motivate our students. Event declared open and Prof. Kuldeep Nayi gave brief overview of entire event for the whole day. Later on All guests, faculty members & students joined in ribbon cutting ceremony of Working Model Presentation & Poster Presentation.
Dr. H.B.Patel (Director General, GMGI), Trustees of GMGI, HODs, faculties & students from the different departments have visited presentation & interact with students about their various creative stuffs. Students have made excellent Working models & Posters on various definitions like Modern Hydraulic Structures, Economic Buildings, Essential use of Solar energy, Smart City, Solutions of various constructions problems etc. with their abilities & creative ideas.
Later Quiz Competition has been started at Seminar Hall. It had been played in four different rounds of various domains questions among four teams. Students from the audience were so much excited & participants also performed their best to be a winner with enthusiasm.
After quiz competition, presentation of movies made by participants had been started for the “Movie Making Competition”. Students made very good documentary movies on different concepts like ‘Humanity’, ‘Superstitions’, ‘Vision 2020’, ‘Clean India’ etc. Event ended with prize & certificate distribution ceremony to the winners & runners up of the different events. At last whole Civil family played Garba & had lots of fun with DJ together.
“CiVision twenty’16 (a vision to creative world)” remains very joyous & memorable for students & faculties. Winners shared their views & experience that how they have prepared all their models, posters & documentaries as per their creativity & innovative ideas. Prof. Anurag Garg (HOD,Civil Department) delivered vote of thanks. Students captured glimpses with faculty members, on that note event came to end.